
FREE ONLINE TYPING WEBSITES 

 
The Basics: (Online courses designed to teach touch-typing basics) 

Computer Posture  -------------------------- Overview of good typing posture/ergonomics 

Beginning ------------------------------------ Good site for beginners, very elementary 

Intermediate --------------------------------- A structured touch typing course for motivated individuals looking to develop their 

keyboard skills 

Advanced ------------------------------------ Learn to type with PowerTyping - online free typing tutor - the educational web site for 

kids, students and adults alike! 

TypingWeb ---------------------------------- TypingWeb is a free online typing tutor & keyboarding tutorial for typists of all skill 

levels. TypingWeb includes entertaining typing games, typing tests, and free official 

typing certification. 

Peter’s Online Typing Course ------------ By the time you finish this course, you will be able to confidently type all the letters, 

numbers and the most common symbols, with proper ten-finger touch typing technique. 

Touch Typing Technique ----------------- Touch typing instructions for beginners here. 

Keybr.com ----------------------------------- Keybr.com is very straightforward. You can choose from three basic lessons that start 

with a certain number of keys on the keyboard, and then, as you progress through the 

lessons, more keys are introduced to the mix to make things a little tougher. 

Free typing test ------------------------------ Online free touch typing program | keyboarding tutor | Free Typing Games 

Typing Test.com ---------------------------- How fast can you type? Find out with our free typing test that works in your web browser 

and takes only a couple of minutes to complete.  

 
TypeRacer: (Adds a competitive edge to the typing experience, LACES tracks are geared to current typing level which are usually 

active only during the school week, the general track is always available) 

TypeRacer ----------------------------------- General Track, always open 

TypeRacer – LACES Beginner ---------- Beginners Track (below 30 WPM) 

TypeRacer - LACES Intermediate ------- Intermediate Track (between 30-50 WPM) 

TypeRacer - LACES Advanced ---------- Advanced Track (over 50 WPM) 

 
Typing Game Sites: (Gaming sites can add interest and motivation, but remember technique, it’s about learning to type, not winning 

the game)  

Easy Typing Games ------------------------ Elementary level typing games, good for beginnners 

ManyThings --------------------------------- Spelling & Typing Games for beginners 

Word Games -------------------------------- More elementary level games for beginners 

Keyboarding Games for Kids ------------ Learning typing is the focus of these keyboarding games. These free typing games are a 

great way to build typing skills 

Fingerjig Typing Game -------------------- Fingerjig is a 6 minute typing game that tests your typing ability. Words are randomly 

chosen from a dictionary of over 70,000. You must try to type the words as quickly and 

accurately as you can! 

Free Typing Games ------------------------ Typing games available here are geared towards different grade levels. 

FreeTypingGame.net  ---------------------- Intermediate level games 

Sunrise Typer ------------------------------- Typing games that help you to learn how to type and speed up the rate at which you type 

Z-Type ---------------------------------------- Nice competitive game site, with expert option, good for intermediate and advanced 

typists 

Free Typing Games Online --------------- You will find here the best flash typing games consolidating your touch typing skills. 

Sense-Lang – Games ----------------------- A collection of rfee online typing games 

Rapid Typing Zone ------------------------- Another collection of free online games 
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